
Sunday 10th May 2015 

Waltham Sunday League Division One 'Third Match' at Enfield Grammar School 
 

Kick-Off: 10.40.a.m. (Pitch half a mile away from changing rooms !) 

Result: PYMMES BROOK ...................4 EDMONTON ROVERS.................. 3 Half-Time: 1-0 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-1) GOAL TIMES 

 GK Simon JACKSON   

 RB Martin CRUICKSHANK  90+2 Mins. 

 CH Lexton HARRISON   

 CH Terry MOORE (Captain)   

 LB Vernon NXUMALO    

 RM/LM25 Krishan SINGH   

 CM Tem ADIL   

 CM Daniel DALEY   

 LM/RM25 Leon McKENZIE-McKAY  65 Mins. 

 CF Jack BANGS  82 Mins. 

     

SUBSTITUTES 

     

     

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us: 
 

PLAYER-MANAGER: Simon Jackson CLUB LINESMAN: Laurence Hughes ! (Match Not Filmed) 

ATTENDANCE: 11 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: K.McGregor 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): 8 OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): 10 

REFEREE: Newton Gordon REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): CONFIDENTIAL 

BOOKINGS: Anthony Jenkins (Pymmes Brook) (68 Mins...Foul), Jamal Jimoh (Pymmes Brook) (90 Mins...Foul)  

SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Warm & Sunny. No wind. STATE OF PITCH: Hard & bumpy with faint lines. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (15 Players !!!) Grant Baker (GK) (Working), Alan Barnard (Away/Cycling ?), Danny Hagan (Foot Injury), George 

Stahlmann (In Torquay ?), Tyronne Petrie (Working), Chris Lue (Away), Daniel Cascoe (Broken Ankle), Gavin Mardell (Cycling), 

 Ivan Bass (Working), Scott Jenkins (Away), Tony Eccles & Rob Simmons (Other Commitments), Lee King (Babysitting) 

Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: Danny Green (No Car), Ryan Foreman (No Show) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (3-5-2):  Louis Prati (GK); Riccardo Biggi (RCH); Terry Gritton (CH…Captain), Jamal Jimoh (RCH); 

Ryan Lyttle (RW), Lewis Holbard (CM), Aran Kemal (CM Holding), Alex Manoli (CM), Simon Williams (LW); Anthony Jenkins (CF), 

Chris Spiteri (CF)  

 Subs.:  Richard Robinson (On for Holbard...62 Mins.), Dave Smith (On for Jenkins...69 Mins.), Rob Turner (On for Williams...69 Mins.) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  Manoli (42 Mins.), Lyttle (55 Mins.), Spiteri (73, 78 Mins.) 
 

 

MATCH REPORT 

We very nearly cried off for this last match of the season when we only had 6 players available earlier in the week, but thankfully Manager 

Simon Jackson was back after an enforced 5-week break and he managed to scrape up a squad of 12 in time for the morning of the match. All 

was going well when we turned up until Krishan Singh arrived in his blacked-out plumbers van where we could see him and Daniel Daley in 

the front two seats with us expecting Ryan Foreman to jump out from the back, but no...so that meant we were down to a bare eleven. 

Unfortunately though, Manager Jacko then received a text from Danny Green to say that his missus had taken his car with his kit in the boot 

and he was stranded at home until she got back. Needless to say, we therefore ended up having to play the whole match with only 10 men 

because of that. It had already been agreed between myself, Jacko and Captain Terry Moore that I would not film the game if we were 

fielding less than eleven, bearing in mind what happened the last time we played Pymmes Brook when they overdid their goal scoring 

celebrations after beating our nine men 7-1 and that they would more-or-less clinch the Division One title if they won this match, so I 

therefore ran the line instead because of Jacko's belief that Pymmes Brook would therefore not play as well as normal if the match was not 

being filmed. With Jacko having to play in goal when badly unfit and out of practice, he knew full well that he was likely to let in a silly one 

as well though, and indeed that was what happened for the goal that put Pymmes Brook 1-0 up at Half-Time and (from what I can remember) 

also their second after 55 minutes, both of which he would have got down quicker to and saved in his younger days. However, Leon McKenzie-

McKay then pulled it back to 2-1 with a Goal Of The Season contender in the 65th minute...only it was not on video of course...but then 

Pymmes Brook's celebrations for their 3rd and especially their 4th goals did confirm that we had made the right decision in not filming the 

match, although the 4th one in the 78th minute was an admittedly good goal. Instead of crumbling like we did against them in that 7-1 

defeat though, an excellent finish from Jack Bangs and an Injury Time deflected header from Martin Cruickshank made it 4-3 and a highly 

respectable final scoreline which our 10 men fully deserved for their effort and commitment. In fact we could have even scored more had it 

not been for two absolute 'Worldie' saves from Pymmes Brook keeper Louis Prati from Jack Bangs. We cannot continue fielding bare elevens 

or less like we have been doing for the past 6 weeks though, and if players can only play now and again once it gets to the business end of 

the season, that is no good to us at all and they will have to be replaced for next season if necessary.                         LAURENCE HUGHES 


